
• - MODERN1ZAT10N AND ARMS CONTROL FOR LONG RANGE 

THEATER NUCLEAR FORCES 

NATO's basic strategy is one of flexible response. Its 

princ"ipal putpose_ is to deter ac~s __ of aggression which may 

range from all-out.invasionOto demonstrations pf fo~ce . 

Flexible response is based on the premise t.hat the most 

effective way of discour~giDg enemy'- action at ~ny particular --' 

lev!!!;l 'of violence is to have an appropria~e response .to that 
- . b)(J) 

a"ction at 'that level of confl.ict, ~nd haying the l(=====, 

ability to respond at greater levels of violence will "demon-
• 

strate to the enemy the risks and costs of contin~ing the 

conflict . 
. (b)(J) L.. _________ .JNATO has this flexible response capa-. 

bility, ~hen our credible -- that iSj :':the 
10... ...... 

Soviets will be1ie,:,e that .no matter what mi~itary action they .. . ..' ' . . -," 
m"!Y take , it" can be met "by a respons.e effective ~t that level 

of c~nflic~ and that there is a great risk ' of escalation to 

higher levels of yiolence which carry costs far outweighing 

any possible benefits they could expect from continuing their 

acts of aggression. Thus~ NATO's strategy of flexible re-

sponse necessitates a military force structure which clearly 

shows our potential adversaries that we have a wide range of 

options', with ' which we can influence 'the course of events. ' 



~/, 
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! • Recent developments in Soviet long range' theater nuclear 
..,.' 

forces -- systems which can strike Western Europe from the 

Soviet Union -- represent a potential challenge to NATO's 

st.rat.,egy. The int.roduction" of the 55-20 mi'ssile and Backfire 

bomber significantly increase Soviet c~pabilities bo~h 

. qualitatively (greate~ accuracy, range and survivability) and 

quantitatively "(more d'e·liverable -warheads) in' this class of . . ,. 

systems. NATO, on the,other hand, since the early 1960's has 

chosen to deploy.ma~y fewer long range theater nuclear~~eapons 

than 'the Soviets and has not in recent times modernized their 

capabilities", 

During the era of US .strategic superiority, there was 

Ii ttle concern in NATO about the Sovie't advantages in .these 

theater systems. FacIng the vastly superior US inter-
. ... "'. 

~ .. continental nuclear forces., the .. Soviets could. expe~t that any 

.. :.... . .... " action they took wi th long·. r~nge- thea ter -nuclea.r .. forces-- -iIi, ~'. ',. ~ .. '.- ' ... " 

Europe would evoke a response from the US strategic' forces. 

Over the past few years, the Soviet Union has reached a 

state of parity with the. United States in intercoritinental 

n~clear forces. Nevertheles~, this ~~~dition in no wa~ dimin

ishes the likelihood that US strategic forces would be used to 

defend Europe -- US vital interests are too engaged, our 

coIDIIiit.ments are too strong, and our ties are too deep' for it 

to be otherWise. 



Despite this, strategic parity does pose a s~rious ques-. ' . 
..". 

tion -- could tbe Soviet Union, possessing intercontinental 
, . . 

fotces equivalent to those of the Un~ted S:tates, somehow make 

the mistake' of at~acking Western Europe under the belief that 

the Soviet homeland was safe from nuclear retaliation? The 

. Soviet Unio~ might cal~ulate that it could escape attack, from 

US intercoritinental forces because the US would be held·in 

check by the balance i~ US-Soviet i~~ercontinental forces and 

that.lo~g ,range nuciear for~eS,-in'Europe ~apable of str~king 

the Soviet Union di·d ~ot constitut.e"·a significant' threat. .. 

Consequently, NATO's strategy of flexible, response -- at 
..: 

least, in ·the vie~ of the .~oviet Union -- could appear to be \ 

flawed.. The Soviets could think' that ,there was a ~en!1rio for 

military victory in Europe in which they could use, or threat-
. . 

_ .. en ,t9 .. u~e, th~ir .. ~ucl~jlr fQrc~s .. to optimize c,hance~ of sU~- . 

• ;... • .••. r cess .--' and for which NATO ~had.·.nQ response .. ·. ~:rt is .-this~.:sort.~.~ .. ·; .~ .. -
. , 

of logic on the part of the Sovie~ Union 'that the'NATO Alliance· 

must dispell without question. Thus, the issue before us is 

how best to do it: 

Our preference, of course, would have been that the 

Soviet Union' had embark~d upon its mode~nization ~rogram )( 

including the 5S-205 and Backfire bombers. Unfortunately we 

are·faced with the fact that the Soviets are continuing their 

program with no sig~ that they intend to stop. 



. .-;... 

In the face of the Soviet deployments, it seems clear 
f 

~that the Alliance will have to undertake some level of moderni-

zation of its long range theater nuclear forces -- otherwise 

we ·run the risk of encouraging Soviet misperceptions about. our 

c~pabili ties, which could ul tima.tely weak~n deterrence and 

lead to war. At the s'ame time, we want to p'ersuade the Soviets 

of the futility. of attempting to gain an overwhelming advantage 

in this. category of s'ystems; 
,-

-·To .this end, the Aliiance is following a.9ual approacht 

.. ·one tha.t':pursues both theater n'uclear for~'e modernization and 

--arms control objectives. TNF modernization would signal ,the 
...: 

Soviet Union that the Alliance has the will and determination 

to respond to its challenge and that the Sovi~t LRTNF d~ploy

ment programs have no pr9spect of securing for them military . 

or political advantages. This demonstratiQn of NATO's re~o~ve 

-·will" he"ip co~vinc~-i:be s~vie-~ Un.i~n th~t _~J:.S._ ~nt.ere~tswould ~ ... -:-..... 
.. . :. r"'.... . .. _. . .-. ...... ..... . .. .. 

be "better .serVed by restraint and tbe_se~i~us pursuit of arms 

'control, not a unilateral build-up of military capabilities. 

But in order to avoid a needless arms race, the Alliance 

will pursue t in parallel to the modernization program, the 

limitation of ,long range theater nuclear capabilities through 



~arms control negot~ations. B~th NATO and'Warsaw'Pact security 

couid be enhanced through·meaningful agreements. Realistically, 

it is unlikely that the Soviet Union would accept significant 

constraints on their systems in the absence of real programs 

on the part of NATO. Therefore; NATO must proceed w~th its 

, mode~niz.ation program put the size and s'cope of its ultimate 

program ~an be 'affected by the willingness of the Soviet Union 
I • _ 

to come to arms control agreements. In addition, since the 
. -

Sovi~ts, .have already modernized substantial parts of 'their 
..... 

long range theater nuclear forces" some NATO modernization 

will be neces~arYt even if arms control efforts were successful. 

In summarYJ the Alliance intends to follow two parallel 

and complementary approaches -- the modernization of ~ATO's 

long range theater nuclear forces and the limitation of ~heater 

... -nuclear.. forces through. arms control negot-iations ~ . These ' .... ' : .. , 

. . . -
at the same time providing ~~e Soviet Union wit~ incentives to 

constrain their programs and move toward a more stable polit

ical and mili tary· si tua tio~ in -,Europe. Such an in tegrated 

approach of modernization and arms.cgn;rol is essentia~ if the 

Alliance is 'to avert an arms race in the European theater 

caused by the Soviet build-up and Y,et preserve the viabili ty 

o.~ ~_~T~_~.? .s_t~a,~~gy ,o.~, deterr:ence and defense. 



• ... 

T?le Issue 

TRENDS IN SOVIET AND NATO NUCLEAR FORCES 

The Sovi~ts are modernizing their Long Range Theater 

Nuclear Forces (LRTNF) with the-SS-20 missile and th~ Backfire 

bomber. The projected. size and character of these deployments 

appear to exceed what we in the West perceive as purely defensive . -, , 

needs and raise the possiblity that:the Soviet l!nion is pursuing 

_ offe~siV',e ,capabilities. The theater nuclear -systems t~'ey are 

now deploying are far more 'capable"than previous Soviet theater 

systems. Furthermore, these systems are not at the present 

time const'rained by SALT 1.1 or other arms control agreements, 

al though the rate of Backfire producti'on will be, affec~~d by 

SALT II. The Alliance must decide how to respond to ensure 

" . the capabili ty and effectiveness ~f NATO', s de,terrent for~es. 
• ........ *. ... • • 

" A NATO dec~sion ',to mocle;-nize its ''LRTNF' would- not: incieas'e· , " 

NATO ~ s reliance. on nuclear weapons in its' overall' str~tegy of 

deterrence and defense, nor alter the policy of relying on US 

intercontinental nuclear. forces. as the ultimate deterrent 

against Soviet aggression. The rol,e _~t: LRTN~ will cont.inue to 

be an important ~lement of the spectrum of deterrence, and an 

essential' component of the NATO strategy of flexible response. 



~ Past Trends and Current Capabili tfes 

As illustrated by Figure 1, US strategic forces increased 

in the mid-1960's and then levelled off. During this period 

of growth in "intercontinentai systems, however. the US reduced 

its Europe based nuclear systemS capable "of striking. the 

Soviet Union (Fig. 2) •. NATO maintained ~ts · modest level of 

LRTNF, however,' by depl:oying US Fo;llls an~ UK 'Vulcans .IF'-====="I 

(b)(l) 

I French syst~s (Mirage. IRBMs aDd SLBMs") are not 
'----------:---=' 

assign~d to NATO but unquestionabLy contribute to overall 

Alliance deterrence. But .the British and French forces are 

not of sufficien~ size , . individually or collectively, ~o shift 

the overall nuclear balance currently measured in thousands of 
.... deliverable warheads . ... 

. ;.. " " ... 
stabilized. th-e Soviet Union began increa'sing its strategic 

missile force capable of hitting targets both in the US and in 

Europe, and ret aiDed and. then modernized its missile and 

bomber forces directed a~ainst \o.leste;:n .. Europe (Figures .3 and 

., 4). As can be seen in Figure 4, significant improvements in 

the Sovie"t's LRTNF capability began as early as 1974 with the 

i n troduction of the Backfire bomber. In 1977 , the SOViet 

'Union began to mode~ize its ~heater missile capability with 

. the deployment of the SS-20 . 



• ~rojected Soviet Improvements. 

The LRTNF modernization undertaken by the Soviets will 

result in a quantative and qualitative increase in the threat 

to NATO. As 'can be seen in' Figure 5, the Soviet Union may, not 

continue increasing the number of launchers as they ~id during 

the last hal.f of the 1~70' 5 -- in fact: their number may decrease 

slightly, as they phase out older "systems (assuming, which is . . ,. .. 

. not certain, that SS 4/5s will be retired at currently projected 

rates) .. Mod'erniz a": ion , however, will result ·in a sign~'ficant 

.- incr~ase' in the number of wa~h~ads" ~hich·. can be targeted on 
Western Europe (Figure 6). This increase stems largely from 

the improved systems characteri"stics of the 5S-20: . its three 

warheads and multiple r 7fire capability (that is; iaunchers 

that can be reloaded once their initial missile is fired). 

, : In .. addition. to 'the, quantitative increase, in 'd~live~able 

::..' '., '-:warheads, 'Soviet LRTNF hav~ .. impreved-·qual-itat·ively as: Well-.. ~, . .;. , .. :.. .. : .. : -. . ... 

As ~an' be seen in Figure,7, the SS-20 represents a ~onsiderable -

advance over the older SS-4s and 5s: In addition to its 

increased range, the 5S-20 is three times more accurate than 

the SS-5, anq six times more accurate than the 5S-4. ,S.imilarly, 

the SS-~O carries three warheads while the older ~ystems carry 

only one; And the SS-20 is the only mobile missile of the 

The 

Backfire has a gr~a~er range than either the Badger or the 



-

• Blinder, and its ability to f~y at high subsonic speeds at low 

altitudes increases its survivability 

penetrate under combat conditions. 
.r 

NATO's Future Plans 

Since the deployment of US-F-llls 

and its ability to 
I"' 6J.UJ - (. ~ u.L.La t 

~"l ~~~ -\\\ A ~'t-.~. C. ~\)-,.l..J(r 
't-.. v<.\"t"''' ~~" bv...t ~w·t>.iA." • 
Q.No. N'Mt'\~ tJS,r\AJ~,.u....c( ~t'.:t::",'J.: 
~ .. ,"~,h...,....J.. ~ ~'){\t"I-tJc. 

to the UK'in ~970,!NATO r 
./ 

/' 

. has not i~tr~duced any. new long-range theater nuclear systems 

(though the number of F-ilis was~ncreased in 1977).~ESsential
ly, NATO's long-range rNF in the 1980's would look like our 

curr~nt.· ,.f~rce unless NATO' modernizes. Sov.iet·, deployme~'t.s of 

SS-205' an~ Backfires, however,'will'redu~e the survivability 

or NATO's LRTNF. Warsaw Pact offepsive improvements, will also 

affect the ability of NATOts LRTNF to penetrate ~nto Soviet 

territory. Failure to ~espond to Soviet deployments 'i~creases 

the risk that the Soviets might believe -- howeve~ incorrectly 
, , 

,that, they could use long-r~nge .forces to make. or ,threaten . 

. ~- .' limi t-ed' stri,kes ,·agai·~t. We~t~rn, ~Euro]>e: . for -s':'! sanc,tuary t', -i~ ~',', ~ ,,':', ',. . 
" 

the Soviet Union, in the misperception that without strong' 

theater based systems of its own capable of reaching Soviet 

territory, and in.an era,o~ parity at the intercontinental 

nuclear level, NATO lacked credibl~ ~?~ appropriate means of 

response. 
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FIGURE 4 .. ',.' 

SOVIET LONG-RANGE THEATER SYSTEMS , 
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FIGURE 5 

TOTAllRTNF DELIVERY VEHIClES,SOVIET VS NAtO 
" 
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FIGURE 6 

TOTAL LRTNF WARHEADS,. SOVIET VS NATO 
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F'~URE 7 '. <. 

SOVIET QUALITATIVE' IMPROVEMENTS 
,! 

, , ' , 
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FACT SHEETS FOR SELECTED lONG RANGE THEATER 
NUCLEAR SYSTEMS -- MiSSilES 

, -. 

, ' 

THE SOVIET UNION'S SS·20 IS A TWO·STAGE, SOLlO-l'ROPELLANT INTERMEOIATE RANGE BAHISTIC MISSILE. THE MISSILE IS 
COMPRISEO Of THE LOWERTWO STAGES Of THE SS,lB ICBM, A POST·BOOST V.E·HICLE'(PBV) AND MIRVS, . 

THE US SDLlD·PROPELLANT PERSHING II, WHICH IS CURRENTl YIN DEVELOPMENT,IS A fDLLDW.tJN TO THE PERSHING lB WHICH 
WAS fiRST DEPLOYED IN 1969, THE PlB', LAUNCHERSWDU.LD B~ MODIFIED TO.ACCEPTTHE PII MISSILE WHICH WOULD HAVE ' 
LONGER RANGE, HIGHER ACCURACY ANO BETTER SURVIVABILrTY, .. ' , 

, , 
LCM) SYSTEM I~ THE TOMAHAWK CRUISE MISSILE ADAPTED fOR A GROUND LAUNCH. 
ITING 'VEHICLE POWERED BY A SMALL TURBOfAN ENGINE, . 

I.D,C, 

SS·20 1911 

RANGE (KM) 

4400 

ITiME Of fLiGHTli 

20 MIN, APPRDX 

RATIO Of . 
ACCURACY J/ " WEAPONS LOAD 

10·11 . :."J MIRV's, 
y 

.V NOMINAL TIME fROM LAUNCH TO IMPACT AT MA'XIMUM RANGE, 

. . , , 

MOBILE RELOAD 

YES YES 

~ -

-~ 
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FACT SHEET FOR SElECTED l.ONG RANGE THEATER ' 
NUCLEAR WEAPONS -- AIRCRAFT 

THE SOVIET UNION'S BACKFIRE B (BACKFIR,E A IS A PROTOTYPE;FIRST OBSElivED IN 1970) IS' A VAiHABlE WING. TWIN-

" 

. JET BOMBER. BACKFIRE IS DESIGNED FOR SUBSONIC CRUISE WITH UNSWEPT I'IINOS, THEN SEA·lEVEl PENETRATION WITH 
WINGS SWEPT fOR SURVIVABILITY, . . 

THE UNITED STATES' F·111IS A SUPERSONIC, VARIABLE·WING, ALL WEATHER FIGHTER/BOMBER CAPABLE 0 F DELIVERING 
WEAPONS WITH HIGH SURVIVABILITY.. : 

COMBAT MAX SPEEU MAX SPEED" WEAPONS jj 
1.0.C. RADIUS (KMI SEA LEVEL (MACH) OPTIMUM All (MACH) lOAD 

BACKFIRE B 1974 ' 4200 ,UNDER MACH. 1 OVER MACH. 2 4, VARIABLE YiElD 

f.111 1969 1800 ,OVER MACH. 1 OVER MACH. Z 
.11 

~ --~ , , 
JJ ESTIMATES OFTHE EFFECTIVE COMBAT RADIUS OF AN AIRCRAFT ARE HIGlll Y DEPEND ENT UPON .THE ASSUMPTION M~OE 

ABOUTTHE FLIGHT PROFILE FOR A PARTICULAR MISSION. FOR THE SOVIET AIRCRAFT,A IIIGH·lOW·HIGH PROFllHOR 
A NUCLEAR MISSION IS ASSUMED. FOR tHE F·111, A HIGH·lOW·lOW·HIGH IS ASSUMED. ALL AIRCRAFT ARE ASSUMED TO 
RETURN TO HOME BASE; A MORE L1KEl Y PROFILE FOR A NUCLEAR MISSION FOR BOTH UK· AND SOVIET· BASEO'A'IRCRAFT 
MIGHT BETO lEAVE HOME BASE\YITH AUXllLiARY FUEL TANKS, DEliVER WEAPONS AND RETURN TO NEAREST FRIENDLY 
AIR BASE. THIS COMBAT RANGE WOULD ENHANCE SIGNIFICANTLY THE NU~IBER OF ENEMY TARGETS WITHIN RANGE . 

. JJ THE NUMBER OF WARHEADS IS BASED UPON A CONFIGURATION T~AT ASWMESTHAT NUCLEAR WARHEADS WILL BE CARRIED 
ONLY WITH SPECIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT. A PRE·ARMEO NUCLEAR BOMB CAN BE CARRIED ANYWHERE THAT A 
CONVENTIONAL ONE CAN BE BUT ONLY SPECIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT ALLOWS THE PILOTTO WAIT AND ACTIVATE TilE 
BOMB OVER ENEMY TERRITORY. 

" 15" I 

, 
.-' -, 



A." 

B. 

. c. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

PACKAGE OF QtS AND A'S CONCERNING TNF 
MODERNIZATION/ARMS C017ROL 

Mission and Rationale for TNF Modernization 
Questions 1 - 7 

Analysis of Trends in Soviet and NATO LRTNF 
Questions 8 - 14 

Arms Race and Arms Control Implications of TNF Modernization 
Questions 15 ~ 28 

, -

On the Impact of LRTNF Modernization upon the ·"Coupling'·, of . 
US· Strategic Dete~rence to Western European Defense 

. Questions 2.8 -- 32 - . -

'On . European Acceptance of' TNF , ~,both :public and Governmental 
.' Quest.ions 32 - 38' . . . . 

Justification for Actual Package -- Those Who Argue Not 
Enough or Too Much ~ 

Quest.ions 39 - 45. 

: ......... -.. -.. - ... .:.:... -.. - ... .. 



.n. FJ.J.ssJ.on ana .Kationale 'for TNF Mode'rni.zation 

Q. Is LRTNF modernization necessary just because the 
Soviets are doing it, or is there some' doctrinal 
reason for LRTNF modernization? 

A. NATOIS ~asic stra~egy is one of flexible response. 

That means that NATO requires a ~ide var~ety of options, 

conventional, theater ,nuclear, and strat~gi~ all linked 

. to pose the thr~at of u~acceptabl~ costs to, and therefore 

deterring, cur potential enemies.: LRTNF is and has been a 

critical part of that strategy. - -To deter agr~,s'sion, NATO must 

. "have' the" capabili ty both to, respond- -appropriately ·at whatever 

-level of violence the 'aggressor chooses and have the perceived 
lilt 

ability to respond at greater levels of violence -- thus demon-

strating to the enemy the risks and costs of cont~nuing the 

conflict. The potenti~l 'challenge to NATOts stra~egy posed by 

Soviet LRTNF deployments has caused NATO t~ consider an eyolu-

. . t'ionary . program of, LRTNF ~odernization .. -~ . . :. -:. _".-,- __ . - ,_ 

._' ':'::~~ ·2'.~·,' "Q~ . ' D~esn't~' ~hi's' m~~e·~~i:za~t~on; ,~n':-f~'ct, creat'e a new 
role ~ ... one previou,sly reserved to US strategic 
forces -~ for NATO TNF to strike the Soviet Union? 

A~ No. NATO has long maintained forces capable of 
.. 

conducting nuclear strikes against t?e territory of the 

Soviet Union. Rather, TNF modernization would contribute 

to deterrence by deploying LRTNF having greater survivability 

and capability and by demonstrating the Alliance's will to 

meet' the c'hallerige' of Soviet deployments. 



n110,,- C,hG\.o ....... J' .. .:I ...... " .... , ............ _ .... _ .... __ ... ___ ... _ _ ____ ._ •• __ ._ 

• ." 
do the capabilities of cruise missiles and PIls con
tribute to this mission? 

A. The mission of LRTNF in NATO's strategy of flexible 

... re~ponse i~ to promote deterrence by proviai~g a wide ran~~e_o __ ~ ____ __ 

options -- t.he capacity to respond appropriately t.o any kind 

of-potential Soviet/Wa;saw Pact attack .. The ~rQ~ge~ mix of 

cruise missiles and ballistic mis~iles would confront the 

Warsaw Pact planner with a number of problems. Ballistic 

_ miss~le~, h:ave great~r assuranc~- of penetrat'in-g Soviet' ~erri tory. 

Cruise' missiles will be highly'mobile, therebyensuring'greater 

pre-launch survivability. The systems could be employed 

ei ther sel'ectively or ruassively against the enemy. 

4. Q. If deterren-ce '. were to fail) how would l:.RTNF help 
-to defend Europe and prevent the agressor from 
a~hieving its,goals? 

'~,~." ;-... '~. ,',.- ....... -~A-:':" "Whil~~'-W~ pr~c~re~io-~ :th~-{~t~-;'a'~'c~ ~of iet~~~ric·~~~'· ... -'~~-: '-
I • • ~ •• ~':... • 

your question and. our planning recognize 'that d~terre~~e is 

not ,an abstraction and that our forces must demonstrate real 

military capability both. to reinforce deterrence and, should 

deterrence fail, to prevent the aggx::e~~or from realizin.g the 

. goals of his' aggression. In the case of NATO· long-range TNF, 

we believe that the improved capability and survivability of 

thes,~ n~w s:¥,s~~,~s, ~ill requi.:re the Warsa~ Pact force~, to the 

full depth of the t~eater, to operate in less than,optimum 

configurations. In addition, selective strikes by our modern-
..... " 

ized LRTNF against key logistiCS and transportati~n nodes, as 



. ... 

• ... 
well as other,> mili tary target?, can' deprive., the Warsaw Pact 

forces of the momentum which their doctrine seem~ to require . 

5. Q; Wonft LRTNF modernization -- and its application to 
the battlefield -- simply lower the nucle~r threshold 
and increase the likelihood of-nuclear war in Europe? 

A.' No. In . the .first place, the predominant function of 

LRTNF is, to stren~then deterrence by providing add~tional TNF 

op~ions to complement conventional forces, shor~~range TNF and . 
_ stra~eg~.c .capabili ties. Such ~ LRTNF capabil-i ty will' ~ost 

likely'raise the nucl'ear threshold because it. will lessen the 

possibility that the Soyiets might miscalculate that they 

could win 'the war by using. their theater nuclear weapons 

against Europe, without,putting So~ie~ territor.r at ripk. 

Such a Soviet act would~be a serious miscalculation because 

.the US's strategic deterrent is inextricably linked ~o Western" .. 

--:':~~~ -,- -.' E~~-op~an ",d~f-~~~e ;'·'·-nev-e~th~i.~;s'; ·-~th~· efist:e~'ce:' and sU:~iv·abilit:>~ '.-
. '" .. 

. , 

of a long-range theater nuclear capability based in Europe 

would remove any possible room for such an erroneous belief. 

A credible NATO LRTNF capa~ility will raise the nuclear threshol. 

by increasing the risks and costs as~o~iated with any use of 

nuclear weapons by a potential aggressor. 

6. Q. Does the LRTNF modernization program mean that NATO 
i~ iri~ie~sing 'its ~eliance on ~uclear as opposed to 
conventio~al forces. 

A. No; 'it does not. NATO has always included nuclear 

options -- both short-range and bat~lefield, as well as long-



• range --as part of its flexible response· strategy. Until the 

Soviet Union undertook to .modernize its LRTNF. t~e balance at 

this level was stable and appeared to satisfy both NATO's and 
." 

the Warsaw Pact's defensive" purposes. Soviet modernization 

plus the aging of NATO systems has led the alliance' ~o consider 

. modernizing its own LR~NF capabilities. -We·plan only to 

maintain our deterrent capability in the face of a.changing 
. , 

situation, not increas~ our reliance on any particular t)~e of 
. -

capal?il~.ty.. NATO· s policy places the highest·· priority~on 

continuing to improve its conventi~~al fQ~ces; thls commitment 

will not be affected by any LRTNF lDodernization program., 

7. Q. Assuming-the validity of your rationale tor rNF 
modernization~ doesn't NATO's flexible response 
strategy ana the role of the TNF within it --in the 

.context of Warsaw Pact ~onventional superiority 
. ... necessi tate .that .the West initiate .the 'use of ~ . 
_ ..... : _ ... _ ... nuclear. weapon.s?_. , ___ . ___ .... __ . __ ::., .~ .. _ .... __ :. _ .. , .... _ _ _'.'" .... _ 

." .... -... . .- ... ..... - -:. . ....... _.. : .......... -.. ..:.. .... '. 

~. . The principal function of. ~ATO'.s ·milita?=y. capab~lities . 

is to deter acts of. aggression at all levels and, furthermore, 

if deterrence fails at any level, to prevent the continuation 
.. . . 

of aggression by posing unacceptable risks to the enemy. The 

. Warsaw Pact must understand that NATO' c'onventional and nuclear 
,. 

forces are linked, that any act of' aggression risks the use of 

all NATO weapons. including US intercontinental forces. 

B. Analysis. of Tre'nds in Soviet and NATO LRTNF . 

8. Q. Why is your analysis of NATO and Soviet Long-Range , 
Theater Nuclear Force balances limited ~nly to IRBMs 



and aircraft such as the Backfire and F-lll? Aren't 
there a number of other Soviet systems which are 
capable of delivering nuclear weapons against targets 
in Western Europe? . 

;,. A. Any discussion of comparative t.heater nuclear balanc'es 

runs into definitional problems because the line differentia~ing , 

long-range from short-range nuclear systems can sometimes be 

quite blurJ;Y·. Customa~ily we say a system is long-ranget if i~, 

has a r.ange or combat radius of over- 1000 lans. :~t 'is certainly 

true that there are.s numbe~of weapons systems 'not included 

- in tlii~ "analysis that can p'erf<?rm nuclear, mi~si?ns. A 'pri,nci

pal example would be the Soviet Fencer aircraft, a dual-capable· 

. aircraft with a combat range o( about 1000 kms. The Soviet 

Union has deployed somewhat over two hundred of these aircraft 

in the Soviet Union against NATO Europe and, under certain 

combat condi tions, these aircraft. can reach considerable~ . 

. , ..... __ .. distances 'into Western- E'urope ... Any prud'ent a~'lalyst must ... : 
.. ....... -." :-. .. ...... ..... - ..... ~. -.-.. . ~. ":".- _.' :--.. .. . ..... ... .• -: :.. ... -;... 

consider. these. systems as ·well. In. much .the same fashion,. 

however, NATO has· aircraft which 'could conceivably carry out 

nuclear missions against. the Soviet Union even th~ugh that is 

not their principal missfoo·. For .the sake of clarity J however,· 

we have not ~ncluded these systems iii"o·ur analysis. Neverthe-

, less, their impact should not be neglected. 

_. 9 ~ . '-Q. ... What' has 'been past.' NATO policy' on TNF modernization? 

A'. NATO's policy on TNF modernization has been t.hat of 

evolutionary modernization NATO never has advocated radical 

," ..... 



• increases in our theater nuclear capabilities. Rather, the 
... 
policy has been to replace, and update as necessa~ to ensure 

that NATO's TNF can maintain its role as one facet of the 
.-

spectrum of deterrence. 

·10. Q. 
. . 

wnat is it about recent developments in Soviet 
4epl~yments that is cause for such great ala~? 

A. The Soviets are deploying .an increasing numbertof 

modernized systems apposite Western Europe which are far more· 

. ··effective "than the older systems they replace or ~upplement. 

.. :.... ~ ."... ..... 

"These newer systems, specifically the SS~20 missile· and the 

Backfire bomber, have greater ~ange, accu~acy and mobility, 

thus aliowing them ~o strike into Western Europe_~i}h a higher 

probability of missio~ 7uccess. Further, these systemS can 

carry a substantially greater num~er of nuclear warheads! 
.. .; 

.::'''_ •• _ .. _ .. _ .. _: __ •• __ .. _____ . ____ ._ .... _ ... _____ .. _ •• __ "'", ... __ .......... _ .... __ • .-._. __ 8«."",,, .> .. _._ .. -. .. .. - ...... - . : ....... ~ .. -- . - - ... ...... -. ~ ... : ... -.... .:;. -.'- ...... 

11 .. Q .. Why' aren't'NATO's' current,LRTN~ capabilities sufficient 
to counter the Soviet d~ployments of SS~20s and' " 
Backfires? 

. .A. Current LRTNF capabili ties consist of s~a ... based . 
.. . . 

missiles (UK Polaris and US' Poseidon) and land-based aircraft 

, (UK Vulcan 'a~d US F-llls). While the'sea-based systems' are· 

highly survivable (as is the mobile 55-20), they are not as 

accurate as land-based missile systems and thus not as capable 

. -' of performing' s'e'lective strikes agai~st military targets. 

NATO's' land-based 'systems are .aging (~he Vulcan i'~ soon ·to 'be 

retired) and increasingly vulnerable, particularly with the 



deployments of the 5S-20 which is considerably more accurate . ' -than the 55-4 or 55-5. A ,LRTNF modernization program by NATO 

involving land-based missile systems, wou19 diversify NATOfs 

LRTNF capabilities, thus enhancing the credibility of LRTNF 

response options. Current capabilities are sufficient'to meet 

. C'.lrrent ,threats; we are concerned about the -risks associated 

with mee~irig ftitur.e threats with ~urrent capabilities, only 

more aged. 

12. Q'. Why are the Soviets deploying 1;.he S5-20' and Backfire 
bomber? 

A. Of course, we really ,can~t answer that question. 

Th~ balance of TNF between the Soviet Union and NATO appeared .- -
to be reasonably stable until the recent Soviet modern1zation 

program and that balance ~eemed t~ s~tisfy both sides' defensive 

• _ -.... :,jt- -. • • ~... . ..... ........:-.... - • ... _.. -... --...".. .. : .. -~ .... - -, ..:.:. .. ~- ",. 

-

level of, the previous balance upward and provides, ,through its 
• - If. ~. 

increased mobility, accuracy, and number of weapons, an enhanced 

Warsaw Pact offensive capabili ty.' It is this recent development 

that is cause for concern. 

13; Q. How reliable are your estimates of Soviet LRTNF 
capabilities? How do we really know that they are 
in fact increasing the numbers and capabilities of 
their LRTNF systems? 

A. Our info~ation about deployed systems is acdepted 

as being rea~6nably reliable. Based upon our int~lligence 

about ~urrent production rates, weapons productio~ ~ead times, 

our'understanding of Warsaw Pact. strategy and doctrines, and 



• so fort.h, we can project the general natu"re of future Soviet. 

capahilities. 

14. Q. Why has NATO allowed the Soviet Union to gain a lead 
in ~RTNF? 

A. NATO has never had a policy of matching the Soviet 

Union LRTNF: sys.tem- for':'.syste.m or ~.arhead- for-warhead, 50_ the 

questiop of a si~ple numerical Itl'eac!,t is not the .cri tical 

issue. What is important is- that NATO continue; as it has in 

, - the pa~t:, to provide forces. - -" LRTNF· and the rest, of the. t:ange 

·of conventional and nuclear capabilities -- to ensure that 
..tC 

deterrence, is preserved and tha,t the Soviets cann'ot use the 

threat of milit.ary force as' an effecti:ve instrume.nt ... of pol~cy 

in Europe. It is in this context that LRTNF modernization i~ 

being considered., 

,~.-::-- ~- ... --.--.. ----' . ....:..- ---=----"-_. __ .. _ ..... _ .. __ ..... _--- - ....... ---" ~ 
• • .~ • -:0: .... - ...- • - ...... -~. " •• _ ... - ~-, -=~~ .~-:~-: ... - - . 

C ~ Arm~' Race and A~S con"tiol lmpiic·ati.ons· of" TNF, 
Modernization 

15. Q. Why should NATO, after the US and the Soviet Union 
reached's new SALT agreement, seek to move into an 
entirely new arms, race with the Soviet Union? 

A~ If the result of NATO's modernization of its ~ong-

Range Theater Nuclear Forces were to be an arms race, it would 

indeed be' unfortunate and completely uncalled for on the part 

of the Soviet Union. Until recently both NATO and the Soviet 

Union ~aintained ~el"atively stable LRTNF and it is' the recent 

Soviet ,modernization and deployment program that is causing 



-

• concern. NATO believes it mu~t. for its own security, respond 

to these developments. In, doing so we' wish only. to correct an 

_" emerging asymmetry in the two force structures. We see DO 

need to match the projected' Soviet deployments but we must 

r,etain credible options to respond to them, as well ~s other 

- possible ~ctions. If ,the Soviet Union i-s willing to as'sist, us 

in. correct~ng t~i~ asymmetry in forces through arms confrol we 

are ready to do so. 

What will NATO do if- the Soviet respons'e to its 
LRTNF modernization is sim?ly to increase the number 
of 85-20s it deploys or~ot retire SS-4s and 55-55 
at the .current rate? . Or even deploy some forward 
based systems of.their own -- for example, SS-20s in 
Cuba? _ 

A. NATO is re~po~ding to a Soviet deployment pr6gram --

one ~hich-they cannot deny -- that is occurring in the f~ce of .. -. ...... . 
. a static NATO force post~re'with resp~ct to L~TNF. While it. 

:--•• ? • - • • ........ ~. - ':" .: ....... - . '":''' -' .:. -: ............ - •• : ... -: ....... -:. - ... 

will ensure 'tbe:credibility of our TNF options, a~y likel~, . 

NATO LRTNF modernization program would not approach the scope 

of the Soviet programs. The Soviets could respond by keeping 
. . 

their older systems or expanding their LRTNF deployments. If 

. they do, NATp would have to reconsider"the scope of its'own . . 
modernization program. In parallel, however, the Alliance 

will be supporting arms control negotiations on LRTNF to 

.-- constra"in, i>~teritfal Soviet deployments, thus contributing to 

future stabi~ity in 'Europe. As for the possibili~y that the 

Soviets might station SS-205 in Cuba, such an action would be 

I 

- . ... ". 



~politically reckless given the history of US-Soviet agreements 

on nuclear offensive systems deployed in Cuba. 

17. Q. Didn't the US withdraw Thor and Jupiter missiles 
from Europe as a result of a US-USSR agreement in . 
conncetion with the Cuban Missile Crisis? . How will 
this affect'~ny new US deployments at this time? 

~ 

A. The QS has n~ agreemen~ with the Soviet Union_con-
, ' . 

cerning deployment of US LRTNF in Europe in connection with 

the Cuban Missile C~isis. US withdrawal of ~~dium-~a~~~ 

missi~es' from Europe in 1963 w~s carried" out as .a' resuit of 

- norm.al force modernization decisions -- more vuln~rable and 

less accu~ate systems were replaced with more capable intercon

tinental systems. The US is not constrained with respect to 

any future LRTNF deplpy~ents. 

.' 
18. Q. If NATO procee~s with its LRTNF modernization plan, 

' .. 'doesn 't tna·t obviate '··any po·ssib"le i'ieed 'fo-r the" .--', -,' ::. 
neutron bomb? ' , 

A. As you know, the US is continuing development of 

enhanced radiatio~ weapons the neutron bomb as.it is called 

but has deferred decisions "about production and deployment of 

these system~. As President Carter stated, these' decisions 

will be influenced by the degree of Soviet restraint in its 

weapons programs and force deployments which affect NATO 

security: 'The' 'in'tended role' for enhanced radiation weapons is 

short-range tactical use. Decisions about whethe,+ to p~ocure 

s~ch w~~pons ~il] be t~ken R~pAr~tPly from thn~~ invnlving 



. :...,. . ...... -

• long-range theater nuclear we~pons. As of this time, however, 

no final decisions about·enhanced radiation weapons have been 

made within the US or the Alliance. 

1.9. Q. Would it be better to·see if arms control for LRTNF 
could succeed before beginnin'g LRTNF modernization? 

'A. As you know; the Statement of Principles incl~ded in 

the S~T II .agre.ement' oPe:ns the ri!ay .. ·for US and S~:"iet negotia

tions on nuclear sy~tems no~ constrained by SALT II provisions. 

The Unit'ed States has stat~d its po~ition. that any future 

, limitations on US systems prin~ipally designed for theate~ 
. , ~ 

missions ,should be accompanied ~y appropriate limitations on 

Soviet theater systems.' In ter.ms of the Alliance ~TNF modern

ization decisions, we need to go ahead. We will' then have 

ample opportunity to see if meaningful arms agreements will be 
'If 

possible since the' first new systems wouldn r to be de.ployed ... 
, , 

immediately. 

Union would accept meaningful constraints on their systems in 

the absence of real programs and the demonstrated .public and 
. . 

poli tica,l resolve on the part of NATO to respond to the Soviet 

modernization program .. Otherwise, they.would have no 1ncentive to 
\ 

, ",', engage in serious negotiations. In addi t.ion, since the Soviets 

have already modernized substantial portions of their long 

-'range TNF,"some-"NATO modernization will probably be necessary, 

even if arms control efforts are successful. 



,_20. Q. If TNF modernization is "required,tt how can arms 
control lessen the need for some mode~ization? 

A. NATO's LRTNF is aging. For example, the British 

Vurcan' bomb'ers will soon be retired. Even if the Soviets had 

not moder~ized their LRTNF we would be considering the m~derni

zation of our own 4RTNF. At the same time, however, the 

Soviet Uni~n has changed the balance of forces at the LRTNF 
t ..' 

level w~th the.introduct~on of the ~S-20 missile and Backfire--

·b6mber. The size and scope of NATO's modernization will be 

affected, of course, by the l~vel oJ Soviet LRTNF'deployments' 

and by the willingness of the Soviet Union to engage in m~aning-

"""7""": :'. 

ful arms control negotiations. We intend to pursue this 

subj ect seriously. Reaiistically, we do not expect- the outcome 

of arms control neg~tiations to eliminate the need for some 

NATO TNF modernization. 

21... Q-. 
'.:-:-.. ;, . ...,.. .. 

Are the plans for.the i~trpduction of prIs and GLCMs 
simply "bargaining chips" for fut.ure arms limitation' 
talks? 

A. Plls· and GLCMs are two promising candidates for 

NATO's TNF modernization program, the size and characteristics 

of which have not yet been-determined and which could be 

affected by the course of arms limitation talks. But they are 

not.to be viewed as "bargaining chips" in any sense of the 

term because -they' will consti tute the modernizat'ion -program 
that NATO will have to pursue. 



.22. Q. How will the prOV1S10ns of SALT II, assuming that it 
is ratified by the US Senate with no changes, affect 
NATO's 'program for LRTNF modernization(arms control? 

A. 
-' 

SALT II puts no limitations 'on options of current 

interest for LRTNF modernization, ,for eX,ample, ground-and 

sea-launched cruis'e mis5il~~ and Pershing II ballistic missiles. 

-'The Protocol to SAL~ II .(which bans deployment; but not testing, 

of long-rarige cruise missiles) expires 'on a fixed date, Dec. 31. , . 
1981, ~hich would be befor,e any LRTNF deployment's could occur. 

23·. Q." Given the magnitude' of cu'rrent .and projected S5-20 
and Backfire deployments, wouldnit any feasible ar.ms 
control agreement simply.&" freeze NATO into a .pos·ition 
of inferiority with respect to LRTNFs? 

A. In order to strengthen the NATO deterr~ptJ it is 

necessary that NATO 'have suff~cient LRTNF to provide credible 

options qf defense and deterrence. to respond to Soviet LRTNF 
.; 

...... - .. . .. .,....... .. ..... . .. ;.- -. ~ -". .. 

$oyiet, deplo~ents. , At the same time, however, :~e will not. 

agree to any l':f.mi tation of NATO t s LRTNFs t.hat is not equi table 

and that would, leave us with capabilities that are not sufficient 

to meet o'ur legitimate defensive needs. Realistically, we are 

not optimistic that the Soviet Union ~ould accept such restrictions 

on its capabilities as would obviate our need to modernize. 

24. Q.. If' NATO· has indeed commi t.ted itself to' tne pUrsui t 
of arms control agreements covering LRTNFs, will it 
be through SALT III talks or MBFR talks? If through 
SALT, how will NATO allies participate in ~he 
negotiations? 



• A. - As you know, ,the question of NATO's LRTNF arose in 

MBFR when the west presented Option III for consideration 

... ,essentially Option III proposed a reduction of a combination . .",. . " 

of NArO's TNFs and conventional forces in return for a substan

tial~y larger red~ction of_Yarsaw ,P~ct conventional forces. 

"The Un,it'ed States undertakes the closest possible consultations 

with its NATO Allies on all questjons concerning TNF moderniza

tion/arms control. Through what forum, and the precise form 

that Alliance consultation will take, has nOt yet bee~ decided 

and is "itself a matter for Aliiance choice. 

25. Q. How can we increase L~TNF with Op.tion LII on the 
table in MBFR? Does this sp~ll the end~oi the 
West's MBFR negotiating position? 

-
A.· The fact that we have made the Option III offer can 

, , -be taken' as. in no .way constraining. the West until such .. time as

"'-", . both side-s "reach ari MBFR' agreement 'on the":substance o'f-that n,: 
*" ." : 

o·ffer. Option, III proposed a reduct"ion of. nuclear.' capable 

F-4s, ,36 Pershing ballistic missiles and "1000 US nuclear 

warheads (and limitation to residual levels) in return for a 

Warsaw Pact reduction to common collective manpower ceiling 

based upon agree4 manpower,data as well as a reduction of 1700 

tanks {and limitation to residual levels}. NATO is in the 

process. of d~cidi~g _the. ~u~sta~ce o~ i~s.entire .LRTNF moderni

zation and related arms control recommendations, and will 

consider Option III in that context. 



26. • -" 
Q • Aft.er signing the SALT 1.1. agreemen L. .1..1.1 It .t..c. ... .t.UQ, 

President Carter told Congress that if SALT II were 
not rat.ified, NATO defense would be hurt by a diver
sion of US resources from strengthening NATO capabili
ties to an unrestrained strategic arms race with the 
Soviet Union. Is this true? 

A. As you know, our NATO Allies have strongly endors~d 

SALT II as serving the. int·erests of the NATO Alliance. Rejec

tion· of SALT II by the' Senate will serve neither US nor 

NATO interests.. We do not -'expec~:, ~owever.1 that it will be 

rejected and, in 8I?-Y. case, the .. United States' commitment to 

" European 'defense will remain firm and we wili' con~inue' to 

maintain strong US intercontin.ental nuclear forces .which are 

the ultimate bulwark in NATO's det~rrent posture. 

27. Q. 

• =-.. . ... --' ........... . 
A. 

The Soviet Union has no'nuclear weapons, unconstrained 
by SALT, which are capable of attacking the us. Why 
does the US seek to cir~umvent the inte~t of S~T by 
deploying new strateg~c systems. into the European 
'c.ontinent? ,-" ,. .., 

The terms "~'f' SALT""Il'~ ~;e qui te expii~'i't' ~~'~' ~~-' w~iCh- -

systems are constrained and,which are not. The us (and NA~O) 

has ~bsolutely no intent or interest in circumven~ing the 

terms of the treaty. The S'ovie't Union has deployed in the 

Soviet Union sizeable n~bers 'of ballis~ic missiles (SS-20s, 

55-4s, and 55-5s) and bombers (Backfire, Badger and Blinder) 

against Western Europe. These ,forces, unconstrained by any 

. _. agreement· (except· for production limi,ts on Backfire) cannot be 

ignored. If the Alliance decides to modernize its LRTNF'J it 



.~ill be to reinforce NATO str~tegy and to respona ~o ~ov~~~ 

LRTNF modernization~ and not to circumvent the limits in 

SALT 11. 

28. Q. France has indicated forcefully that she will o'ot 
p<1rticipate ,in any talks concerning LRTNF limi tation 
and it appears that she is about to embark on a 
significant modernization program of her nuclear 
capabili.ties. Doesn't 'this seriously undermine any
prospect of reaching an' agreement with the Soviet . 
Union?' . 

,A. ,Pbviously French nuclear capabilities compl1~ate the 

negotiating process over LRTNFs bec~use ~hese forces figure in 

·any Soviet calculations. However,~the French program has not 

precluded serious arms con~rol negotiations regarding intercon

tinental nuclear system~. The French program --- or th~ Chinese 

or British program for that matter 

.negotiations over LRTNF. 

should preclude serious 

'. . •. - ~ .... ... "":;'. ". .- ... - ..... - -." ......... .. 

D. On 'the Impact of LRTNF Moderniz.ation' upon the ;'Coupling t ' 

of US Strategic Deterr~nce to West Europea~ Defens~ 

29:, ,Q. 

A. 

Is it meaningful to talk about the JlEurq-Strategic 
balance?''' 

Any discussion of the balance of nuclear forces in 

th~ European'The~ter must consider US and Soviet intercontinen

tal capabIlities. Parts of both the US and the Soviet Union's 

s~~a~eg~~ ~?~~~S ~~e .committ~d to the Eu~opean theater and 'a 

basic ~omponent of. l:;he NATO deterrent is. its inextr{cable link 

to US interco'ntinental forces. To corisider LRTNF' balances 



• wi thout including the US/USSR. intercont.l.nent.a.l ,",CU,CU.1\..,,", .............. 

neglect an essential element in this theater. 

> .... 30 ... ·' Q. 

A. 

Dbesn't the existence of strategic parity -- togethe~ 
with the increasing vulnerability of US land-based 
strategic forces -- reduce the likelihood that the 
US will respond to major Warsaw Pact provocations In 
Western Europe -- a likelihood that would be further 
reduced if NATO provides itself with a minimal 
as'sured destruction capability through LRTNF 
modernization? 

NATO's LRTNF modernization p~ogram does not in any 

sense r~presentan attempt to procure a Europ~an-based"minimal 

assured destruction capability; To-do so might tempt a potential 

aggressor in~o the misperception caat the United States might, 

possibly remain uninvolved, in a general European nuclear war. 

This would be a grave miscalculation since the cornerstone of 
.. . .. .. 

US policy is our commi tment tc? Eu:r;opean defense .. NATO IS LRTNF 

.. , ,mode;-nization .pr9gram .~~s ~s one 0'£ its princ,ipal purpos~s the 

<zonti:nu,ing provision 'of cr.e,d1ble·-LRT~ .options ,so a.s to- prevent ',- ',. ' .. 

any possible miscalculation by the Soviets about whether a 

European-based'conflict could be contained without risk of 

escalating to general nu~lear w~r -- a purpose ceritral to 

NATO·s continuum of deterrence. 

31. Q. Does the stationing of cruise and ballistic missiles 
. in Europe presage the decoupling of the US strategic 

arsenal from the defense of Europe? 

--A. ".' 01;1 the 'contrary, NATO's LRTNF program in' no way 

should be interpre'ted as contributing to any ttdecouplingu of 

US intercontinental forces from European defense. The security 



.of the United States is indivisible trom ~ne ~~~UL~~~ V4 

"'" ' 

Western Europe and US stra:~egic forces remain fi~ly linked t.o 
-

the defense of Europe. A principal reason· for the proposed 

deployments of LRTNF is to make this linkage clear to the ' 

Soviet Union -- to correct any possible misperceptio~ on their 

. part that ,they could i~itiate a war which would be confined to 

Europe t leaving US and 'Soviet ter.ri tory as sanctuaries. 
t 

32.- Q. in liste~ing·to some ,of the us MX debate of recent 
mont.hs can one detect a more sinist-er reason"''ior the 
American initiat~ve to put new, weapons into Eurqpe? 
Wouldn't ,this new deployment have 'the 'effect of 
-drawing Soviet nuclear weapons on Europe ,instead of 
the US in the event of ~war between the super-powers? 

A. 'The American people will continue to shoulder the 

responsibilities required for their own security.-- a ~ecurity 

which is indivisible'Irom European security. The recent 
, , 

, .decision to proceed with the MX,·should, make th,is clear. ~The 
, , 

-, American people, al so, know ,t.h~re .·is no "sane tuary in' a nu'cle"ai ... :.:. 

war.' The purpose. of credible LRTNF options is not to provide 

a sanctuary for the United States bu~ to gainsay perceptions 

of a' Soviet sanctuary and ~hereby to deter aggression. 

E. On European Acceptance of TNF; Dotn Public and Governmental 

33. Q" If the 'European public, and consequently .many 
governments, would not accept the neutron bomb, why 
should they accept Pershing lIs and GLCMs? 

'. "-·A~ ~~, Tbe'mis'sian of the', neutron ·bomb - .... enhanced radiation 

weapons -- a~d long-'range theater nuc~ear weapons. {which ~ay 

or may not be a combination of PIls and GLCMs -- this has not 



-set been determined) are very, different and 1 expect. L.Uc1L. 

European publics will react very differently to ~hem. First, 

-th~ Soviets. have been modernizing their LRTNF for the past 

,five years, while NATO has hot. NATOts decision will follow 

Sovie~ decisions and. will not represent the in~roduction of a 
new !NF capability int~ the theater. Second, while th~ prih

cipal pu~pose of both types of capabilities is deterrence, ERW 

deter principally by p~oviding credible options for battlefield 
.. -

_ use -:- i.ncluding on NATO terri tory .. - while LRTNF dete~ 'princ{-

pally' by warning the aggressor'of the risk of aggression ' 

because of the high costs associa~d with escalation -. that 

is, the cost of strikes against the home territory of ~he 

aggressor (with Europe-~ased Systems). 

34. Q. ·Won't the stationing of- the~e new nuclear weap9ns 
simply. make new targe·ts out of. European countries if 
a nuclear war occurs? , 

. . ..... -. --:. ....... .... ..; .,..,.. ...... ;" . _. : ... .. .... ::. "'- ............. ~.. . 
A. . Any LRTNF modernization p.rogr~ will not·' _in~rease 

the total number bf nuclear we~pons in Western Europe since 

there will be a r~duct~on in the existing·stockpi~e at least 

as large as the increase in new weapons. In any case, if a 

general nuel,ear war were to occur, 'it: is uncertain whether 

those Western European countries which did not have any nuclear, 

weapons at all would suffer significantly less damage than 

-'. tho's'e ~hat did':'·'· . 



• ... 35. Q. If the European allies say "no" to LRTNF deployments, 
what will the US do? Will this be a signal of the 
approaching end of the NATO Alliance? '. 

A. We don't believe that the Allies will say Uno" to 

NATO's LRTNF modernization program. Moreover, it is not 

productive to speculate on what-the United States ,or any other 

nation might do in tha.t unlikely event .. In. any event t, the 

solidar.ity'o,f the :Alliance is stron~ and does not depend 

solely on this or any Qther single factor. ' 

Why should Europ~ans endorse additional' deploym~nts 
of nuclea.r weapons in E'urope when all that will do 
is ensure higher levelsAof destruction for 'them if 
they ~re drawn into a superpower war? ' 

A. 'Obviously we are all "awa,re of the 'horrendous destruc-
. . - ... ... 

tion which would result. from any general nuclear'war. Unfor-

tun,ately it is one of the ironie's. of the nuclear ·era tha~ in' 

.... order .to deter war and, aggression -- the: prime purpose of ,~he 

-, '.: NATO 'Alliance - - Mo'e' must- o~t~n -:- increase, the costs 1:"0 the- . enemy-

(and us)'asso~iated with ~ar i~ det~rrende fails. 
" ' 

Despite the 

existence of massive destructive power from nuclear weapons" 

this logic of deterrence. re:mains "compelling and continues to 

. help preserve peace in Europe, as it has for the past 30 

yea.rs. 

37. ' Q. 

A. 

Are Norway and Denmark (or Greece or Turkey) being 
considered as host countri~s for LRTNF deployment? 

. ........ ~ .. ..... .. .. 

As in tne .past, the type and 'degree of participation 

is up to the 'individual NATO member to decide. We are antici

pating ,widespread support for 'and p~rticipation in LRTNF 

/ 



• modernization. Over and abov~ this, it is not our po~~~y ~u 

discuss specifics on which countries would have nuclear 

weapons stationed on their territories. 

38. Q. Wouldn't the national security interest of all th~ 
smaller NATO nations be best served by their 
excluding new long-range theater nuclear weapons 
from their soil? 

A. The foundation upon whi-ch NATO is built: is the 
I .. .• • 

premise· that the national security' interests of members states 

" is b~st ,.sE:rved by addressing t~ese interest- a.s an Alliance. 

The cohesiveness and solidarity of the Aliiance is predicated 

on the willingness of each of 'its .member states to share 

appropriately in the risk~ and 'b~rdens associated with main

taining the security of the Alliance -- a security tha~ all 

states enjoy, large or small. 

F. 

39. 

.. 

,Justification' for Actual 'Package - Those' Who Argue Not .. 
·Erl.ough or Too Much .~ ... ~. " ~.~:,... :' _ ......... -: ... -. ~ . :' .......... -..... _ ... ..;.. .. -. . .... . . . 
Q. In its issue of 25 June, Newsweek reports' that the . 

UniLed States will 'soon propose the deployment in 
Western Europe of between 200 and 600 nuclear war
heads with increased capabilities (such as the PII) 
LO count.er the. Soviet,s' S5-20 Backfire systems. 15 
this true? 

A~ A ~eneral consensus bas been "reached within NATO 

that Soviet LRTNF deployments -- which include 55-20 and 

Backfire necessitates an appropriate response from NATO in 

. t.erms o'f LRJ'NF "m'odErnization'. The precise size and characteris

tics of the modernization program has not yet been determined 

either within NATO or the United States. 

------...... ----------------------~ .' 



.... 

'.,.40. Q. Assuming that the r~ported range of 200-bOU 
deliverable warheads is correct, why aren't we 
deploying more LRTNF systems to meet ~he projected 
threat posed by 55-20 and Backfire deployments which 
by 1985 could increase by between 200 and 300 per
cent? 

A. The nature of NATO's LRTNF modernization program has 

not yet been determined but I want to remind you that the 

intention of o~r modernization program is' not to match the 

Soviet Union missile for missile,' warhead for wa~head. NATO's 

principal purpose in LRTNF modernization is to provid~ ~.i tself 

wi th . cre'dible response opt:Lons ~ For. NATO,', s defensive purposes J 

- credible options at the LRTNF level ",'Jill be provided by survivable', 

accurate systems at far fewer numbers,than is currently projected 

for the Soviet deploymerit program. 

41. Q. The French nave long insisted that they needed a 
. "minimum massive retaliation" capability t.o de~er 
the, Soviet Union.. Yet the proposed mission for'. 
Pershing II ~tresses military targets and Moscow is 
beyon4 its .range .. · .... How-exac-t.ly -will'Pershing ·l·l··~· - .. ,;.:. .-. 
strengthen deterrence given it~ relatively short 
range (in comparison 1:0, the 5S-20) and counterforce 
mission? . ' 

A. The purpose of NATO's LRTNF modernization program is 

not to provide NATO with a European - based minimal massive 

retaliation ~apability .. Such a capability might lead the 

Soviet Union to make the fundamental miscalculation that US 

str~tegic forces are not inextricably linked t.o European 

_. defense ~... The' purpose of our LRTNF is to' provide credible 

options link~ng conventional forces, theater nucl~ar we~pons 

and strategic weapons into a single continuum of deterrence 

______________________ L 



_'. z 

_which will leave no room for the Soviets to miscalculate about -
the readiness of NATO to respond appropriately to any acts of 

_ aggression ~y strikes against various kinds of targets . 

42. Q. Accepting for the moment t.hat. NATO needs additiona,l 
LRTNF, we have only heard reports of systems tbat 
are based ~n ' Europe -- that is, Plls and GLCMs. Why 
wouldn't it be more appropriately sea-based -- thus 
providing greater survivability" reducing Soviet 
i:ncentiv.es to use nucle,ar weapons against. Europe and 
avoiding the' polit1cal.difficulties of. arranging 
national bas~s? ) . ' 

A . NATO has. -and will co'ntinue t.o h'ave., a significant 

portion of its LRTNF capability depioyed -at sea.- New land

based Sy~tems with good pre-lauric!r survivab,ility will greatly 

diversify NATO's LRTNF. , t.hus enhancing the credibility of 

LRTNF response option. Land-basing in' the different a.Uied 

countries convincingly and visibly convey~ the vitality . 

- . " 

43 . Q. 
. ' .. -: 

Why do we need 
everyone knows 

TNF ' modernization'at all when 
that NATO forces have approximately 

~~~-4"-man>~~clear warhe~ds as Warsaw Pact forces 
(bXI) ? t.;"";;,,,; __ --:I 

A. In the first place, w,e do not know that 'we have 

twice as many nuclear warheads as does the Warsaw Pact -- you 

.may seriously un4erestimate the number of Soviet nuclear 

warheads.. Secondly. NATO's nuclear warhead capabilit.y is 

heavily weighted towards short-range tactical weapons . Our , .. _. ' '. . ...... . 
LRTNF modernization ,program is aimed at redressing' any short 

falls in lon~ range theater nuclear' capability that may ' 

endang~r the credibility of NATO's deterrent . At the same 



-time we dO,not plan to increa~e the total number of nuclear 

warheads in NATO's inventory, or the role of TNF in NATO's 

_ strategy. 

44. Q. I simply don't understand how proliferating still. 
more nuclear weapons will improve the security of 
Western Eu'rope. If the tens of thousands of 
,existing nuc~ear weapons cannot deter the Soviets 
how can we expect a few hundred-more in Europe to 
-deter them? -

t • 

A. Deterrence is not establishe~ or maintained by some 
. -

simp~e qpunting of nuclear weapons. NATO 'strategic doctrine 

recognizes that deterrence 'depends on what types of actions 

are intended to be deterred and the credibility 'of actually 

employing 'the forces if de.terrence fails. We believe that the 

proposed improvements t~ NATO's,LRTNF will strengthen ~he 

deterrence of Soviet aggression well beyond their n~merical 
. .-. 

. _ . contribution ,by their demonstration of . NATO , s .. will. to re"spond .. 

45. Q. 

-. -" .. : .... " -.. .:. 

Is the Soviet build-up of 55-20s (which' aft~r all, 
may just be a replacement for obsolescent SS-4s and 
5S-5s) any more threatening than the general nuclear 
build-up in both theater and strategic systems? 

A. Your question seems to imply that Alliance does not 

find the gen~ral nuclear build-up of-t.he Soviet Union c'ause 

for considerable alarm. The fact is that we do. In the 

str~tegic arena, the U.S. is responding by pursuing a general 

-' modernization/arms ·control p·rogram. -The "most recent products, 

of course, have b~en the SALT 11 agreement and th~ MX mi"ssile 

decision. - NATO is now considering how to respond in the area 

'_ of LRTNF. 


